FEATURED COURSE:
INCLUSION & DIVERSITY 101: BUILDING AN INCLUSIVE WORKPLACE COMMUNITY

Learn how to identify opportunities to be inclusive in a diverse environment and help Baylor create a workplace culture that respects and values all.

DATE: MONDAY MAY 20TH
TIME: 1:00PM TO 4:00PM
PLACE: CRT, SUITE 200 (HR TRAINING ROOM)

Register today in Baylor Compass

ARTICLE

A Better Way
by: Sinda Vanderpool
Learn and Lead Contributor

TOOLKIT

Hear from today’s trending leaders on the relevant leadership topics on the Talent Angle podcast.

MANAGER’S CORNER:

What is one thing you can do today to make everyone on your team feel even more included and involved?

QUESTIONS?: EMAIL LEARNANDLEAD@BAYLOR.EDU

Quote: "Diversity is not about how we differ. Diversity is about embracing one another’s uniqueness."  
- Ola Joseph